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After the success of Dignity
Marketplace – a virtual
buying and selling event
hosted on YouTube, the
team of Dignity Foundation
organised another all-India
participative event. This
time, we held a healthy
recipe cooking contest
wherein members were
given a pre-defined set
of criteria as a guide
to prepare their unique
and
original
healthy
recipes from their home
kitchens.
Participants
were
encouraged
to
record themselves as they
prepare their recipes and
present the final dish to
the audiences.
We received many entries
of healthy breakfast, lunch,
dinner and snack options.
We compiled these entries
to create a two-part series

which was live on YouTube on
July 30 and 31. All the entries
were judged by Mrs. Sweta
Vakil, who has interest and
expertise in nutritional foods
and healthy cooking. She
evaluated all the entries and
selected four winners based on
the judging criteria set by her.
The four winners of the
Masterchef contest - Sarla
Goyal (Delhi NCR), Malti Kanan
(Chennai), Bhanumati Shenoy
(Mumbai) and Nandkumar
Patil (Mumbai) – received
a beautiful set of clay cups
and saucers from Dignity
Foundation in appreciation of
their efforts.

APPI Initiatives
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AZIM PREMJI PHILANTHROPIC
INITIATIVES (APPI)
Vijayanagar Day Care
Centre – Bengaluru
yyOn July 1,National Doctor’s Day was celebrated
with a health camp jointly organised by Rotary
Club of Vijayanagar and CAD Trust for Dignity
Foundation’s members. Along with health
awareness and counselling, members’ blood
pressure and blood sugar levels were tested
and reported to them. Dental check-up was
also conducted by Dr. K Sreedhar from Dr.
Babasaheb Ambedkar Hospital. Majority of
the members were diagnosed with chronic
back pain, swelling, watery eyes and high
or low blood pressure. Remedial measures
including basic medicines were provided free
of cost.

the use of plastic bags in our daily lives.
yyOn July 11, an eye check-up camp was
organised in association with NAADA Trust
and Divya Drishti Eye Hospital. As many as
50 members were screened for cataract and
vision. Corrective measures were taken by
prescribing the use of correct spectacles
by the team of doctors. Up to 35 members
were recipients of the spectacles distributed
by Dignity Foundation.

Eye Camp

Dental Check

yyOn July 2, we created awareness at our day
care centre about the threat caused by plastic
pollution to the natural environment. We
achieved the objective of raising awareness
about the negative impact of plastic bags on
the environment and human health. Together,
we found practical ways to reduce and avoid
2

yyDistribution of the kits was conducted on
July 15 among all members of the Vijaynagar
Day Care Centre.
yyOn July 19, we celebrated Talent Day.
Enthusiastic members participated and
exhibited their skills in singing and dancing.
Some of the members also shared home
remedies and simple ways of gardening.
yyVideos enable our members to learn visually.
On a weekly basis, movies and educative
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films were screened at our centre. Members
also played simple games like memory game,
ring tennis, musical chair, and puzzles, find
the ball and passing the parcel.
yyArt and craft activities require focus and
concentration. These stimulate the brain
and allow seniors to stay mentally active.
That’s why our members were engaged in
activities like making paper baskets, wall
hangings and bags from old T-shirts as well
as drawing and colouring activities.

APPI Initiatives

yyGeriatric counselling helps the elderly to
focus on the positives. On a regular basis,
geriatric counselling sessions on topics
like effective communication, interpersonal
relationships and ways to overcome anxiety
were conducted for our members.
yyThe past several months were quite harsh for
our members with all public places shut due
to the second wave of the pandemic. When
the parks re-opened, we organised a visit
for all our members. Excited, the members
used the gym equipment, went for a stroll or
just sat admiring the greenery and children
playing close by.

Mullima Nagar Day
Care Centre – Chennai

yyWe jointly celebrated Guru Purnima and Global
Parent’s Day by organising a programme
with the grandchildren of our members in
recognition of their grandparents cum gurus.
After presenting performances of song,
dance and music at a cultural event for their
grandparents, the children were sensitised
towards elder abuse and were encouraged
to respect the elders in the community.

yyAdhering to all safety precautions, our day
care centre at Mullima Nagar now serves
72 older adults. These were some of the
activities conducted by us:
yyAfter creating awareness on the importance
of vaccines, we went a step ahead and
organised a vaccination drive on July 16 at
the centre for 32 members. With the support
of Greater Chennai Corporation, a team of
doctors, nurses and field staff assessed the
members’ health condition and gave them
their first dose of vaccine.
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yyDignity Foundation joined hands with
Germaltes Hospital to organise a one-day
free screening camp for skin diseases for
the resident senior citizens at Mullima
Nagar slum on July 23. In all, 86 senior
citizens attended the camp and benefitted
with dermatology skin examinations along
with free blood pressure tests. After the
check-up, beneficiaries were provided with
free medicines by the medical team. The
volunteers played a vital role in making this
camp a success.

yyOur centre’s monthly health check-up
was conducted on July 6. Members were
diagnosed by a doctor and medication
was provided to 59 members. The doctor
recommended medication for high blood
pressure, diabetes, knee discomfort, vitamin
deficiency, fever and antibiotics, among other
disorders. On the same day, Mary Dhivya
Sekar gave a talk on the health benefits
of laughing. She emphasised that laughing
improves physical, mental and social wellbeing. She also made our members laugh
out loud. Members reported that the session
was a fantastic stress-reliever for them.
yyTo raise awareness on the negative impact
4

of plastic bags on the environment and
to encourage people to use paper bags
instead of plastic bags on a regular basis,
we observed this day on July 12. Members
were divided into groups and taught on
how to make paper bags out of discarded
newspapers.
yyOn July 14, Krishna Veni educated members
on their rights to education as well as other
government programmes for senior citizens.
yyOur members were shown videos on the
Madurai Meenakshi Amman Mandir’s history
as well as the history of pyramids on July 16.
Members learned a lot from the session and
participated in a brief quiz based on the film.
yyMembers were educated about the benefits
of clapping hands during a session on July
29. The resource person informed our
members that our bodies have 28 pressure
points in our hands. He demonstrated how
to find these pressure points and massage
them. Members were taught the importance
of clapping in the treatment of heart and
lung disorders, as well as for the relief of
back, neck and joint discomfort.

yyOur members were taught to use pencil
shavings to adorn various photographs.
Members enjoyed this session and created
beautiful designs with pencil shavings.
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yyOn July 29, Lakshmi Ragunath led a class on
five yoga mudras. She showed the mudras
and taught members how to use them.
Individual instruction was provided to the
members on the health benefits of each
yoga mudra such as Namasakara Mudra,
China Mudra, Chinmaya Mudra, Adhi Mudra
and Brahma Mudra.

Jogeshwari Day Care
Centre – Mumbai

yyUpon members’ request to check their
eyesight, we organised an eye check-up
camp along with routine blood check-up for
our members on July 26. In all, 81 members
availed the eye and health check-up facility.
It was found that 46 members needed
corrective measures for their eyesight. All of
them were donated spectacles as per their
need.

yyOn July 5 we organised a training session
on making cloth masks and cloth bags for
our members. Since masks are a necessity
these days, learning how to make them can
benefit members for their personal as well as
commercial use. Along with masks, training
on cloth bag-making was organised too.

yyDr. Rajesh Chauhan visited our centre on
July 21 and 28. He checked each member’s
reports and provided individual consultations
to the members. Dr. Chauhan also delivered
a talk on corona virus-related care and
5
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well-being and to assist them in case of any
need or emergency.

precautions in old age.
yyWith lockdown rules still prevailing in
Mumbai, our coordinator made visits to the
members’ homes to ensure their safety and

Ration Distribution
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yyAll birthdays of members born in July were
jointly celebrated on July 31. This birthday
celebration was extra special because
Dignity Foundation’s Senior Operating Officer
Dr. Sujay Joshi also visited the centre on the
same day and interacted closely with all the
members. Members shared their gratitude
towards Dignity Foundation for celebrating
personal events like their birthdays to make
them feel special and loved.
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DIGNITY HELPLINE

DIGNITY HELPLINE

1800 267 8780
Throughout the month, we received several
calls pertaining to various issues such as
requests, legal aid, distress calls, calls for
information, etc.
yyOur Kolkata Chapter received a distress
call from a lady, Divyani Bakshi (name
changed), who is originally from Bengal,
but currently resides in Maharashtra. Her
father, a cancer patient for three years, lived
in Kolkata with her brother. She claims that
the brother neglected his father’s serious
health condition, due to which her father’s
condition worsened and he finally passed
away in May 2021. We referred her case
to our lawyer, who is in correspondence
with her for the best way to take this case
forward.
yyOur Delhi-NCR Chapter too received a case
of elder abuse this month that was swiftly
acted upon by visiting the Senior Citizen
Tribunal. It was found that in cases of
abuse, senior citizens can file for eviction of
the accused or can ask for maintenance of
up to Rs 10,000. The caller was informed
about the process and was provided with

the address of the nearest Senior Citizen
Tribunal office to file a complaint. Our team
is in contact with the caller to follow through
with his case.
yyIn an attempt to create awareness about
Dignity Helpline, the team of NCR Chapter
reached out to police stations in the east
district of Gurgaon. In another visit to the
office of DCP, Southeast New Delhi, we have
requested for a virtual meeting with all the
station house officers and resident welfare
association presidents of this district so as
to raise awareness about the helpline.

Note
In the experience of Dignity Helpline being operated since the past 26 years,
even though parents approach for help with abuse stories, when the time comes
to take the case to finality, they withdraw. This has happened with almost all
the DF chapters across the country.
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Sanjaynagar Centre
yyDr. S R Nagaraj, born and
brought up in Bengaluru,
made a presentation on
old Bengaluru – the Silicon
City or Garden City of India.
It was quite interesting
and was conducted at all
the centres in Bengaluru.
Members felt nostalgic
seeing old Bengaluru’s
pictures and videos. Dr.
Nagaraj gave another talk

Dr. S R Nagaraj

on ‘Great Indian Women in
Science and Technology’.

Vidyaranyapura Centre
yyMembers met on the Zoom
platform for 24 sessions. The
facilitators took special care
to make all the programmes
interesting. Some of these
sessions were on spirituality,
music, yoga, literature of
Sant Kalidas, online theatre,
Dilip Kumar, etc.
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Vijayanagar
Centre
yyDoctors from the Ramaiah
Hospital hosted an exercise
and yoga session where the
mind and body’s flexibilities
were tested. Members
felt relaxed after doing the
exercises.
yyIn a programme of alphabetic
songs, members were asked
to pick a letter in the series
of alphabets and were
asked to sing songs only on
the chosen alphabet. This
was an innovative and funfilled event.
yyRekha Shashidhar organised
an event explaining why
life is beautiful and she
presented
the
various
perks of leading a good and
peaceful life.
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CHENNAI

Dementia Day Care Centre
We were overjoyed to reopen
our Dementia Day Care
Centre this month. While
the centre remained closed
owing to the lockdown, we
kept in touch with all the
members over the phone
and visited some of them
at their residences. When
the centre reopened on July
1, it was wonderful to see
everyone again and we also
looked forward to welcoming
new members to the centre.
For dementia patients and
their families, the centre
is a lifeline. While the day
care centre’s heart and
humour will stay unaltered,
numerous adjustments in

our operations are necessary
to keep our members safe.
These involve establishing
precise
guidelines
and
risk assessments, as well
as
enforcing
stringent
guidelines, strict infection

control measures, mandatory
mask policy and conducting
activities in smaller groups.
In the coming months, we will
formalise these guidelines
and implement them at the
centre.

our members on various
aspects of a living will
which is an important tool
that can go to a long way
in ensuring that we have
some control over the way
we die. He defined a living
will as a legal document
that specifies the medical
procedures you would and
would not want utilised
to keep you alive, as well
as your preferences for
other medical issues such

as pain management or
organ donation. He also
discussed how to cancel a
living will and the criteria of
a living will.
yyR Ellappan, also known as
Thirukural Ellapan, gave
a talk on the significance
of Thirukural, an ancient
book of knowledge and
the finest classic of Tamil
language, and its use in
Tamil cinema. His patriotic
presentation on the beauty

All Centres
yyAn informative session
on
‘Advance
Medical
Directive (Living Will)’ was
organised in partnership
with Helpage India. Dr.
Kanagasabai enlightened

Dr. V. Kanagasabai
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CHENNAI
of Thirukural and how it was
handled in Tamil cinemas
was extremely informative.
He referred to a number of
Tamil film songs in which
references were made to
the Thirukural. His ability to
recall all the 1,330 couplets
of Thirukural astounded the
members.
yyA session on osteoarthritis
was led by Dr. Siva Kumar,
which threw light on the
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need to adhere to dietary
guidelines for prevention
and treatment.

Jayashree Narayanan: Zoom Mandal

Dr. Siva Kumar

disease’s indications and
symptoms as well as the
reasons that cause it. He
educated the members
on the medications that
may be used to treat the
condition. He also educated
the participants on the

yyJayashree
Narayanan
organised a Mandala art
workshop
to
promote
her passion for all types
of art and to explore
its new mediums. Our
members were taught the
fundamentals of Mandala
and how to use it in various
art
forms.
Jayashree
also gave advice on what
materials to use and how

to utilise them. Members
created beautiful pieces of
art and everyone was thrilled
to share photographs of
their masterpieces.
yyEvery Tuesday, the DF choir
team sings successfully.
Each performance shows
improvement in members’
vocal abilities. Members
are now forming groups
and have begun to perform
team singing, which is both
interesting and enjoyable
to hear. Six members
practiced over the phone
and produced a teamsinging performance that
was greatly praised by
everybody.
yyEvery
Thursday,
Guruji
Rajappan
anchors
a
session on yoga mudras. He
displayed 16 mudras and
discussed their benefits.
Members eagerly attended
the event and asked Guruji
to recommend mudras for
their health concerns.

CALL IF ISSUE NOT RECEIVED
Subscribers who have not received
the hard copy of DIGNITY DIALOGUE
may please call 915 201 7120
And immediately get a replacement.
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National
Safdarjung Centre
Media Centre yyA music quiz was hosted through a visually delightful
yyProviding our members
a platform to shine, we
encouraged sessions to be
conducted by the members
themselves. Madhu Thakur
taught
powerful
hand
mudras to improve mental
and overall health. Renu
Saxena and Amita Bhargava
shared wonderful ideas
of Zen tray gardening and
art and craft activities
for the elderly. Our new
member, Naresh Mathur,
whose expertise lies in
the media, conducted a
session on the importance
of advertisements. Shashi
Khanna shared her views
on spirituality and the
connection
between
emotions and faith.

by member Vijaya Joshi. In
another event, Ritu Chabbra
was invited for a musical
evening to regale our
members with some highspirited songs.
yyIn an innovative art and
craft session, members
created garlands out of
dry fruits and spices.
Members also presented
a glimpse of their creativity

presentation of fruits.
yyName the Bollywood stars,
authentic South Indian
cuisine by Chef Ranjiv Saini,
mathematical and logical
reasoning quiz, musical
marathon, tambola as well
as storytelling sessions
were among the most
liked programmes by the
members.

DLF Phase 2 Centre
yyA session was hosted
on the topic of guided
meditation which focused
on relaxing the body, mind
and spirit.
yyIn an attempt to bring forth
something unique each
month, DLF Phase 2 Centre
conducted a session on
artful storytelling, where

members were asked to
create stories through a
series of pictures.
yyMusic and entertainment
sessions
are
always
welcomed by the members.
This month, they happily
enjoyed the popular songs
of Mahendra Kapoor and
Shamshad Begum. Playing
11
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games and quizzes too
is an enjoyable way of
exercising the brain and
having fun!

yyThe virtual scavenger hunt
was an interesting session
in which the coordinator
prepared a list of specific

items and the members
sought to gather all the
items on the list from within
the comfort of their homes.

NCR Chapter
yyAmong the all-India programmes, NCR
Chapter invited Lalitha Walia, a yoga teacher
with 25 years of experience, for a compelling
Zoom session on yoga to boost immunity.
We also invited Raghvendra Nath, Managing
Director, Ladderup Wealth Management, for
an interactive session on managing money in
these trying times. In his session, Raghvendra
shared some safe and smart ways for senior
citizens to reach financial and emotional
independence.
yyNCR Chapter turned four this year! We
celebrated the fourth anniversary in the virtual
presence of Founder President Dr. Sheilu
Sreenivasan, Trustee Vijay Pahwa and Chief
Dignitarian Ajit Sinha along with the advisory
council members, CMC members and
coordinators. Through a short presentation,
we took a trip down memory lane and shared

the highlights of the last four years with our
members. Abhilasha Ojha graced the event
and rendered some beautiful semi-classical
compositions based on the monsoon ragas
in her extraordinary voice. The celebration
concluded with members sharing their
experiences with Dignity Foundation and
wishing those born in the month of July a very
happy birthday.

Ration Distribution
The NCR Chapter continues to support senior citizens
living in the slum communities of Delhi and Gurgaon with
monthly ration supplies. During these challenging times
for the elderly living in the slums, we managed to distribute
ration kits to 131 indigent senior citizens living in the
slum communities of Palam Vihar in Gurgaon as well as
Madanpur Khadar and Maliviya Nagar in Delhi. Along with
basic food items, we also distributed sanitation kits to
the elderly.
12
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KOLKATA

Dhakuria Centre
yyOn June 24, a talk on the
influence of superstition
in our society was held.
Members of all the chapters
of Kolkata participated.
Senior members expressed
their views and ideas to
change some of the long
practised social customs.
Many cited the examples
of women being the targets
of these superstitions.
Social reformers like Raja
Rammohan and Ishwar
Chandra Vidyasagar fought
against ‘sati’ and promoted
education
of
women,
remarriage of widows, etc.
Other such examples too
were shared during the
discussion following the
talk.
yyOn June 28, all centres
of the Kolkata Chapter
celebrated World Yoga Day.
The session was conducted
by Joba Mitra and assisted
by Debashree Dasgupta,
both from Art of Living.
Joba demonstrated four
mudras and encouraged

the members to follow her
lead. She then conducted
meditation with a beautiful
chant.
yyMembers enjoyed a lively
musical programme on July

to the strains of classical
music was a feast for the

Barsha Mangal

5, titled Barsha Mangal,
welcoming the monsoon.
Members of all the centres
joined
the
programme
enthusiastically
which
started with a soulful song
of Atul Prasad followed by
wonderful recitations. An
interesting piece about
monsoon written by Bankim
Chandra was read out by
a senior member. Another
senior member captivated
the audience with her
beautiful dance. Rabindra
Sangeet and recitation of
poems of Rabindranath
Tagore by other members
created
a
magical
environment.
Finally, a
vibrant dance by a member

eyes.
yyDignity Foundation Kolkata
celebrated Ratha Yatra on
July 12. On this auspicious
occasion, some members
performed puja of Lord
Jagannath
with
great
reverence at their homes.
The programme started
with a member Sonali
Chakraborty of Baguihati
narrating the mythological
story of the origin of worship
of Lord Jagannath and the
Ratha Yatra. Many members
shared their experiences
of the Ratha Yatra. Two of
the members dressed up
as ‘pheriwalas’, selling
toys and plants, which is
13
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a common sight at Ratha
Yatra ‘melas’.

yyMembers played a game
of housie on July 16. Due
to the lockdown, it was
conducted through Zoom
and was lots of fun despite
it being conducted online.

yyA talk on biodiversity under
crisis
was
conducted
by Dr. Jayanta Sen and
Swarnali Chattopdhyay on
July 19 with more than 30
participants. The session
began
with
Swarnali
explaining the history of the
name ‘Sundarban’ derived
from the Sundari tree. It
was followed by Dr. Jayanta
explaining the landscape,

forest
distribution
and
other
unique
features
using satellite imagery.
The program educated us
on the diverse ecosystem,
botany and wildlife as well
as the challenges that
Sundarban is now facing.
The programme closed
with an understanding of
the plans to preserve this
unique land.
yyThe evening of July 22 was
filled with excitement for the
members with Rita Bose
and Anoorupa Basu hosting
a lively quiz contest. The
members enthusiastically
participated and vied to
be the first ones to answer
the questions. Everyone
enjoyed the programme.

Scan the QR codes below with any QR scanner app,
or your phone’s camera, and join Dignity Foundation today.
Scan for
Magazine

DIGNITY
DIALOGUE
THE MAGAZINE FOR PRODUCTIVE AGEING
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Scan for
Chai Masti
Centers
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KOLKATA

Salt Lake Centre
yyOn July 6, we had a virtual
spiritual talk by our member
Chhaya Roychowdhury on
Maa Sarada.

yyOn July 8, our member
Manidipa Mitra told us
about Anandyamayee Maa
and her life story.

yyOn July 10, we had virtual
yoga session by yoga trainer
Arun Sen. He discussed
about individual health
problems and their remedy
through yoga.

shared their experiences of
attending the Rath Yatra.
yyOnJuly 20, members shared
their travelling experiences
on the Zoom platform.
Chhaya Roychowdhury told
us about her travelling
experiences in the US,
which was really interesting
for all of us

yyOn July 15, members
enjoyed the rendition of
songs by guest artist Fullora
Mukhopadhyay.
yyOn July 17, we celebrated
Rath Yatra festival through
various discussions on the
great festival. Members
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Baguiati Centre
yyOn July 3, 38 members
shared horror and ghost
stories on Zoom, many of
which were original.
yyA one-act play was enacted
by six couple members on
July 6. It was a new and
interesting session for our
participants.

Namita Pal

yyOne of our members,
Chandrima
Gupta,
presented two programmes
in this month on July 10 and
July 27. One was about your
best and worst experience
in a storm and another was
on cooking and recipes.
Both sessions were very
informative.
yyOn July 12, the centre
arranged a programme
by Sonali Chakraborty on
the past and future of
cinema. Another interesting

Behala Centre
yyOn July 21, along with all
the other programmes, the
centre hosted a programme
titled ‘Duet-Recitation’ via
Zoom. Here, along with
the members of Behala
Centre, members from the
other centres were also
present. All the members
participated well and even
16

requested us to conduct
this session one more time.
yyOn July 14, guest artist
Tapati Bindu, a renowned
singer, performed via Zoom.
Along with all the members
of
our
chapter, nonmembers too participated
in this programme.

programme
was
held
by Namita Pal with her
song recital. The other
programmes of July included
antakshari, yoga, singing,
comedy time, quiz sessions
and birthday celebrations.

MUMBAI
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Thane Centre
yyOn July 1, Jagannath
Kargudri
spoke
about
Mahatma Gandhi. He said
that the father of the nation
astonished the world by
achieving freedom for India
purely with his policy of truth
and non-violence. Mahatma
Gandhi was the source of
inspiration for a number of
world leaders and common
people as well. In several
countries, the Gandhian
idea worked successfully in
bringing about political and
social reforms. Despite his
busy schedule, he wrote
several books which have
been published in several
volumes.
Jagannath
concluded
by
reciting
Gandhi’s favourite ‘bhajan’.
yyA group therapy session
was held on ‘Comforting
Conversation’
by
Juhi
Darwani. Members were told

that it was good that they
had routines for everyday
tasks. They learned about
some stimulating activities
like creating a plasticfree home, writing and
photography, translation of
scriptures, etc. Juhi also
stressed that the most
productive time for seniors
is the first half of the
day when they are fresh.
There was an exchange of
information and laughter in
this session.
yyPradeep Malgi anchored
a Zoom session on July
6 on George Fernandes,
a veteran socialist trade

George Fernandes

Juhi Darwani

union leader. After a brief
life history of Fernandes,
Pradeep elaborated on his
contribution as a trade
unionist and his role in the
1974 railway strike. He also

narrated his contribution
to the nation as a defence
and industry minister.
yyOn July 15, Jagannath
Kargudri took a session

Jagannath Kargudri

on the legendary actor
Dilip Kumar who recently
passed away. Jagannath
said that Dilip Kumar
was the tragedy king of
Bollywood. He bagged the
highest number of awards.
Born as Yusuf Khan in
Peshawar in 1922, this
aspiring actor met Devika
Rani of Bombay Talkies who
renamed him Dilip Kumar.
He got his break in the
film ‘Jwar Bhata’ and never
looked back thereafter. He
acted in about 65 films,
including such box office
hits as ‘Devdas’ and
‘Mughal-e-Azam’, which are
remembered even today.
17
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yyOn July 22, Pradeep
Malgi hosted a session
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and the struggle which they
underwent to reach that
level.
yyOn July 27, Ramesh
Waglude
anchored
a

Pradeep Malgi

on the subject ‘Olympic
Moments and its History –
India’s Performance in the
Olympics’. He narrated the
achievement of the players
who brought glory to India

Ramesh Waglude

session on the life of Sri
Paramhans Yoganand and
his teachings. Waglude

said that while one’s
customs and rituals may
differ, the basic values of all
religions are the same. He
explained that yoga is the
definite science to know
god. Yoganand spread
‘kriya yoga’ in the US and
other countries till he took
‘mahasamadhi’. He has
millions of followers even
today and is known as the
‘Father of Yoga’ in the West.
His book, Autobiography of
a Yogi, remains a bestseller
till date. It has been
translated into more than
50 languages and millions
of copies have been sold
worldwide.

Powai Centre
yyOver 30 members of
Powai Centre logged in on
Zoom to attend a singing
session on the theme of
monsoon.
yySeven
members
participated in Dignity
Foundation’s
virtual
Master Chef Challenge.
Bhanumati Shenoy from
Powai won the award of

18

Dignity Master Chef along
with other winners from
across India.
yyA new method of ‘pranayam’
was explained with its
benefits during a meditation
session for Powai members
whereas Thane members
benefited from a session on
chair yoga.
yyMembers also attended

a
presentation
from
Evexius Healthcare on
various effective elder
care services for seniors
living alone.
yyThe month ended on
a high note with more
than
10
members
participating in a group
singing session along
with Thane members.

MUMBAI
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Grant Road Centre
yyThe event of the month
was a singing session in
which members sent the
recordings of their songs
to the coordinator and a
compilation of them was
showcased to all. Since all
the members participated
in this event, we were

delighted.
Participation
matters the most rather than
their singing. The choice of
songs was also good.
yyFor the Dignity Master
Chef
Challenge,
three
participants
–
Pushpa
Namjoshi, Darshana Dalal
and Habil Basrai – recorded

their recipes. They came up
with healthy dishes with high
nutrition value.
yyOn July 24, Asha Savant
celebrated her birthday and
sponsored a game of housie.
The active participation of
all the members in the game
made her day special.

Ration For Elderly Poor In Mumbai
Ration and safety kits were provided to
105 regular monthly beneficiaries in two
sessions dated July 9 and July 12. We also
distributed the kits to 365 new beneficiaries

at Nanepada in Mulund East, Rahul Nagar at
Chuna Bhatti and Navagaon at Dahisar West
on July 15, 19 and 31 respectively.

PUNE

Lulla Nagar Centre
yyThe centre organised talk
on ‘ABCD of Healing’ led by
Sudhri Pai. He shared various
tips for getting relief from
physical and psychosomatic
problems through various
kinds of yoga, meditation
and nutritional diet.
yyTo maintain a healthy life
everyone needs clean water,
fresh air, healthy food as well
as minerals and vitamins but
in today’s fast-paced world,

people don’t care much
for their health and invite
aliments. A guest speaker
advised members to have
‘satvik’ food including fruits
to maintain their health and
boost immunity.
yyOn July 19, Sukdeepak
Malvai’s session ‘Living Life
Fully’ was both fascinating
and educative. Most people
are unaware of whether they
are living a meaningful life.

Sukhdeepak Mavai

But living life fully means
experiencing each moment
of life and enjoying it. Our
guest members were advised
to live life on their terms and
be happy.
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Kalyani Nagar Centre
yyOn July 12, we invited
Dr. Ramesh Sachdeva, a
Rotarian with a passion
for Ikigai. His talk was on
‘Healthy Longevity’. He
spoke about the many
techniques of being happy
and healthy for a long life.
yyOn July 26, we invited Juhi
Darwani. After working
with a foreign bank for
17 years, she specialised
in
Gerontology
from
Tata Institute of Social
Sciences. Her talk was on
‘Modern Familial lssues for
the Elderly’. Juhi discussed
relevant points and offered

solutions to make elders’
life healthy, comfortable

Magarpatta City Centre
yyThe
centre
organised
interesting joint sessions
for the Pune Chapter. On
July 8, the centre conducted
a quiz session led by Madhu
Gaur. The quiz was based
on a variety of questions
such as culture, tradition,
history, science, innovation,
general knowledge and
current affairs.
yyOn July 22, S Sandeepa
led a session on travelling
to
North
India.
She
described her trip and
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S Sandeepa

showed photographs of
various tourist sites. She
elaborated and emphasised
on the culture, traditions,
foods, destinations and
natural wonders.

and fruitful.

august 2021

LONELINESS

LONELINESS MITIGATION CENTRES
yy Our two centres fulfill requirements of the underprivileged
seniors who come five days a
week and enjoy enriching activities. Currently the centres are
primarily operating online due
to lockdown restrictions. Following government protocols,
we conducted a few offline activities too, as stated below:
yy General Health Camp: To
provide quality support to
the underprivileged, we organised four health camps
in the year and offered services such as dental checkup, eye check-up, general

check-up, ENT check-up, etc.
These camps helped senior
citizens to maintain geriatric
care and live a healthy life.
yy Skill Development: There are
many seniors in slums who
face a lot challenges in their
old age, especially a financial crunch due to limited or
no income. Taking this into
consideration, we started a
skill upgrade programme by
which seniors can earn and
manage their daily expenses. Members learned skills
such as making paper bags,
candles, incense sticks, ‘me-

hendi’ art, tailoring, cooking,
make-up, nursing, etc.
yy Enriching Activity: Every evening, the centres conduct fun
games, physical exercises,
relaxation, antakshari, spiritual lecture, group singing,
laughter therapy, yoga or festival celebrations like birthday celebration, storytelling,
quiz competition, etc. These
kinds of activities enrich the
life of seniors. Many of them
feel lonely and anxious and
that’s why we conduct such
fun activities to keep them
happy all day.

Pandemic Awareness
During the pandemic, Dignity Foundation has
been creating awareness among slum residents
on how to take precaution, the importance
of washing the hands properly, symptoms
of novel corona virus, maintaining physical

distance while we step out for essential work,
etc. Social workers of Dignity Foundation have
made seniors aware about the importance of
vaccination and addressed their queries on this
subject.

Obituary
We deeply mourn the loss of our
dear member Perin Mody (88) of
Grant Road Chai Masti Centre
on July 9, 2021.

Perin Mody
Grant Road, Mumbai
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Loneliness Mitigation Centre: Anand Yaan
yy A session
was hosted
on
the
importance
of calcium
in our body.
Priti Kale
E a r l i e r,
nutritionist
Priti
Kale
Higiste had discussed the
importance of nutrition with
Ananda Yaan members. As
members are now familiar
with her, they shared freely
details about their pain and
concerns with her. As per
members’ needs, a talk on
the importance of calcium
in the body was organised.
On June 30, she highlighted
the importance of calcium
in the body, its functions
and importance. “Calcium
is required for strengthening
the bones, facilitating nerveto-nerve
communication,
stimulating
muscle
22

contraction and activating
blood-clotting factors,” she
said. She also stressed
about old age and calcium
deficiency.
yy On
July
8,
upon
members’
request
to
get
energised
Neeta Sheth
p o s t
lockdown
restrictions,
Dignity Foundation organised
a choreographed dance
session.
Neeta
Nilesh
Sheth, a trained dancer,
conducted the session and
choreographed a dance
sequence on ‘Namo Namo
Ji Shankara’. Dancer Neeta
Sheth taught easy and
age-relevant steps to the
members. Members followed
the steps with enthusiasm.
yy On July 15, board games

were planned and executed
by the Rotary Club of
Bombay. On this day, every
member travelled back to
their childhood and played
the games with all their
heart. Members played
games of X and O, Snake
and Ladder and those who
won, got prizes too.

DIGNITY LIFESTYLE
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New Facility Inaugurated
On July 11, the assisted living facility at Dignity
Lifestyle Retirement Township meant for those
who cannot be taken care of at their homes was
inaugurated by Dr. Sheilu Sreenivasan and the
teams of Dignity Lifestyle and Dignity Foundation.
The sparkling new three-storied building will house
up to 70 members living with dementia. Two lifts are
provided in the building. Each floor has a number
of rooms of 300 sq. feet each, along with common
facilities like a 1,000 sq. feet specially designed
room in order to provide cognitive stimulation for
members with cognitive impairments, a therapy
room, a dining hall and a nurse’s station. A
Centenarian Park is situated outside the building
to celebrate and promote longevity. A central
courtyard is also available for members to roam
around and relax. Bookings for the assisted living
facility are now open.
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